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Read the introduction to Poisson Statistics in your lab manual.1 Radioactive decay is a 
random process. If you count the number of decay events in a given time interval, you 
will most likely not get the same number of events when you repeat the process. For a 
large number of rare events, the probability of getting a number n of events is given by 
the Poisson distribution,𝑃𝑃(𝑛𝑛) = 𝑛𝑛�𝑛𝑛

𝑛𝑛!
𝑒𝑒−𝑛𝑛�, as given in Equation 1 in your lab manual.1 A 

Poisson distribution has discrete increments whereas a Gaussian distribution is 
continuous. Radioactive decay with a large number of events can be modelled by a 
Gaussian distribution. In the first part of the lab, you will model decay using a strontium 
90 (Sr 90) source with a Poisson distribution. In the second part of the lab, you will 
model decay using a cesium 137 (Cs 137) source with a Gaussian distribution.  

 

Radioactive nuclei are unstable and will decay to more stable nuclei. In some cases the 
decay will occur by beta emission (where an electron or positron and a neutrino is 
emitted) as seen here: 

𝑋𝑋𝑍𝑍𝐴𝐴 → 𝑌𝑌𝑍𝑍+1
𝐴𝐴 + 𝑒𝑒− + 𝜐𝜐𝑒𝑒�  

where the atomic nucleus becomes a different element and the atomic number Z 
changes and the mass number A stays the same. The number of neutrons N in a 
nucleus is the mass number A minus the atomic number Z (N=A-Z).The energy 
released from in this process comes from within the individual nuclei.2 The full 
understanding of this process comes from Einstein’s equivalence of mass and energy 
(E=mc2). Beta decay occurs when a radioactive element decays by a neutron emitting 
an electron and changing the neutron to a proton.2 This occurs when the nucleus has 
too many neutrons compared to the number of protons. 

 

Sr 90 (atomic number 38, mass number 90, 52 neutrons) has a half-life of 28.79 years. 
and decays by beta emission to yttium 90 (Y 90; atomic number 39, mass number 90, 



51 neutrons). The emitted betas have energy of 546 keV.3 The decay equation is seen 
here: 

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆38
90 → 𝑌𝑌39

90 + 𝑒𝑒− + 𝜐𝜐𝑒𝑒�  

Y 90 decays by beta emission to zirconium 90 with a half-life of 64 h. Sr 90 is a by-
product of the fission of plutonium and uranium in nuclear reactors. It has properties 
similar to calcium so what does not pass through the body will tend to concentrate in 
teeth and bones if ingested.4 

 

Cs 137 (atomic number 55, mass number 137, 82 neutrons) decays by beta emission to 
a metastable nuclear isomer Ba 137m, and Ba 137m decays to a ground state by 
emitting gamma rays. The gamma rays have energy of 662 keV. Cs 137 has a half-life 
of about 30.08 years, and Ba 137m has a half-life of 153 s. You will measure the half-
life of Ba 137m during the last lab of the semester. 

 

You may also note that the activity is marked on the Sr 90 and Cs 137 sources that you 
will use. The activity, A, is the rate at which the nuclei decay and is given by 

𝐴𝐴 = −
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

 

where N is the number of nuclei. The activity is marked in units of curie, Ci. 1 Ci=3.70 x 
1010 decays/s. 

 

Things to remember during the lab: 

1. The counts are some slightly different since the sources are new. You may want 
to turn the Cs 137 source with the sticker-side down and put it in the bottom slot. 

2. Do not tamper with the sources. They are contained to be safe to handle as they 
are. Although they are considered exempt sources in most cases, they are 
radioactive sources so you should handle them with precaution. The University of 
Tennessee monitors their inventory and their condition for your safety. 

 

Questions: 

1. How many decays/s occur for a 10 µCi sample of Cs 137? 
2. Finish the equation for beta decay of C 14: 

𝐶𝐶614 → ??
14 + 𝑒𝑒−+? 
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